
Preparing Your Quilt for Your APQS Machine Rental

Over The Top Quilting Studio - 512-358-4605 or info@overthetopquilting.com

Congratulations on completing your Rental Certification class. These zippers and pins will make

your rental time with us as efficient as possible. Your prep work will be easily completed before

you get to your rented machine. All you do is ZIP them on and quilt away!

1. Find the middle of the bottom of your backing fabric and mark with a pin. Line the pin up with

the marking on the middle of the GREEN MARKED ZIPPER with the zipper tape on the

inside (on the “wrong” side of the fabric). Be sure that your wording on the zipper is to the

LEFT of the fabric. Using the pins that were provided, begin to pin the zipper head to toe

taking approximately a ¾” ‘bite’

2. Pull the top of the backing towards you. Find the center of the quilt back and mark it with a

pin. Put the center of the BLACK MARKED ZIPPER with the wording on the left AND lined

up with the zipper tape on the outside (on the “right” side of the fabric ). Begin to pin head to

toe with the pins on the inside.

3. Before you pin too far on either zipper VERIFY that the wording is on the left GREEN on the

bottom, BLACK on the top.

HINTS:

 Remember to put the backing with the wrong side up - good side to the floor

 Green on bottom

 Black on top

 Wording ALWAYS to the left looking from the bottom

 Pins on the top MUST be on the inside (then they won’t get tangled in the sewing head!)

Green Zipper gets zipped to the

roller closer to YOU - the Belly Bar

Black Zipper gets zipped to the

roller farthest away - the Pick Up

Roller


